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Abstract
A subset S of vertices of a graph G is independent if no two vertices in S are adjacent. In this paper we study maximal (with respect
to set inclusion) independent sets in trees including the set of leaves. In particular the smallest and the largest number of these sets
among n-vertex trees are determined characterizing corresponding trees. We deﬁne a local augmentation of trees that preserves the
number of maximal independent sets including the set of leaves.
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1. Introduction
In general we use the standard terminology and notation of graph theory, see [1]. Only simple undirected graphs are
considered. A pathPn, n2 is a graphwith the vertex setV (Pn)={x1, . . . , xn} and the edge setE(Pn)={[xi, xi+1]; i=
1, . . . , n−1}. By subdivision of an edge e=[x, y] of G we mean inserting a new vertex of degree 2 into the edge e. We
denote it by sub[x,y](G). If [x, y] ∈ E(G) then we say that x is a neighbor of y. The set of all neighbors of x is called
the open neighborhood of x and is denoted by N(x). The set N(x) ∪ {x} is said to be the closed neighborhood and we
denote it N [x]. For a subset X ⊆ V (G) we put N(X) and N [X] instead of⋃x∈XN(x) and
⋃
x∈XN [x], respectively.
LetX ⊂ V (G)∪E(G). The notationG\X means the graph obtained from G by deleting the set X. A subset S ⊂ V (G)
is an independent set of G if no two vertices of S are adjacent in G. An independent set S is maximal if there is no
independent set of G containing S as a proper subset. Throughout this paper for convenience we will write a mi-set of
G instead of a maximal independent set of G. By NMI(G) we will denote the total number of mi-sets in the graph G.
Let x be an arbitrary vertex of V (G). ByFx , (respectivelyF−x) we denote the family of all mi-sets S of G such that
x ∈ S, (respectively x /∈ S). ThenF=Fx ∪F−x is the family of all mi-sets in G and NMI(G)=|F|=|Fx |+|F−x |.
The literature includes many papers dealing with the theory of counting of independent sets in graphs, see [2–4,9,8].
In particular characterization of extremal trees with some independence properties has been considered in a number
of papers, for instance [5–7,10]. The problem of determining the maximum value of NMI(T ) was solved for trees by
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Wilf [7]. His proof had an algebraic ﬂavor and was somewhat complicated. Sagan gave a simple graph-theoretical
demonstration of this result which, in addition completely characterizes all trees achieving the maximum value,
see [6].
In what follows T stands for a tree with the vertex set V (T ), |V (T )| denotes the cardinality of V (T ). Recall that a
vertex of degree 1 is called a leaf. For x ∈ V (T ) denote by L(x) the set of leaves attached to the vertex x. A vertex
x ∈ V (T ) such that L(x) = ∅ is called a support vertex. If |L(x)|2 then x is called a strong support vertex. If
|L(x)| = 1 then x is called a weak support vertex and the unique leaf attached to the weak support vertex we call a
single-leaf. The set of leaves in T we denote shortly by L.
Proposition 1. Let S be a mi-set of T. If x ∈ V (T ) is a support vertex such that S ∩ L(x) = ∅ then L(x) ⊂ S.
Proof. Let x ∈ V (T ) be a support vertex and S be a mi-set of T such that S ∩ L(x) = ∅. If L(x) contains only one
vertex then Proposition is obvious. Assume that L(x) = {z1, . . . , zt }, t2 and L(x)\S = ∅. This gives that there is
zp ∈ L(x) and zp /∈ S. Since S ∩ L(x) = ∅ we see that there is zk ∈ L(x), k = p and zk ∈ S. Consequently x /∈ S.
Hence S ∪ {zp} is an independent set of T, which contradicts the maximality of the set S. All this together completes
the proof. 
In this paper we consider mi-sets S of T such that for every support vertex x ∈ V (T ), S ∩ L(x) = ∅. Then
Proposition 1 implies that L ⊆ S. In other words we will study mi-sets in T including L. It is obvious that every
n-vertex tree with n3 has a mi-set including L. By NMIL(T ) we will denote the total number of mi-sets in T
including the set of leaves. It is easily seen that NMIL(T ) = NMI(T \N [L]). LetFL be the family of all mi-sets of T
including L.
Let x be an arbitrary vertex of V (T ). By FL,x , (respectively FL,−x), we will denote the family of all mi-sets
including L such that x ∈ S, (respectively x /∈ S). EvidentlyFL,x ∪FL,−x =FL. Then the basic rule for counting of
mi-sets including L in T is as follows NMIL(T ) = |FL| = |FL,x | + |FL,−x |.
Let T˜ be an arbitrary tree. From now on for a tree T with |V (T )|3, T˜ -addition stands for a local augmentation of
T which is the operation T 	→ adT˜ (x,y)(T ) of adding to the vertex x ∈ V (T ) a graph T˜ so that a vertex x is identiﬁed
with a ﬁxed vertex y ∈ V (T˜ ). If T˜ is a star then we call this operation a star-addition. In the last section of this paper
we describe some local augmentations of trees preserving the number NMIL(T ).
2. Trees with the smallest numbers of mi-sets including the set of leaves
Theorem 1. Let T be an n-vertex tree with n3. Then NMIL(T )= 1 if and only if T \N [L] has only isolated vertices
or no vertex at all.
Corollary 1. Let T be an n-vertex tree with n3. Then NMIL(T ) = 1 if and only if for every two adjacent vertices in
T at least one of them is a support vertex.
Theorem 2. Let T be an n-vertex tree with n3. Then NMIL(T )= 2 if and only if T \N [L] has exactly one nontrivial
component and, moreover, such nontrivial component must be a star K1,p, p1.
Proof. We denote T ′ = T \N [L]. Suppose that K1,p, p1 is the only nontrivial component of T \N [L]. Assume S is
an arbitrary mi-set including L in T. Then S = L ∪ S′ where S′ is an arbitrary mi-set in T ′. Since NMI(K1,p) = 2 it is
obvious that there are exactly two sets S′ and NMI(T ′) = 2 = NMIL(T ).
Conversely assume that NMIL(T )= 2. Let S be an arbitrary mi-set including the set L in T. Then S =L∪ S′, where
S′ is a mi-set of the graph T ′ and NMIL(T )=NMI(T ′)= 2. Let T˜ be a subgraph of T ′ such that T ′\V (T˜ ) consists of
isolated vertices. Then NMI(T˜ )=NMI(T ′)=NMIL(T )= 2. We shall prove that T˜ =K1,p, p1. To avoid trivialities
assume that |V (T˜ )|4 and T˜ = K1,p, p1. If T˜ is connected then there exists a path of length at least 3 in T˜ . Let
xyuz be such a path. Consider three mi-sets containing {x, u}, {y, z} and {x, z} respectively. Clearly, these three mi-sets
must be distinct. From the above we obtain that NMI(T˜ )3, a contradiction with the assumption. Assume now that
T˜ is disconnected and let T˜1, T˜2 be connected components of T˜ . By previous assumptions about T˜ let [x, y] ∈ E(T˜1)
and [u, v] ∈ E(T˜2). LetF1 andF2 be the families of all mi-sets in T˜1 and T˜2, respectively. Evidently |F1|2 and
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|F2|2, hence by basic combinatorial statements NMI(T˜ )4. Consequently from the above considerations we have
that NMIL(T )3, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
3. Trees with the maximum number NMIL(T )
In this section we determine the largest number of mi-sets including the set of leaves in trees. We also characterize
trees with the largest number of mi-sets including L. Firstly we give theorems which will provide a way to transform
gradually a tree into a path of same order, such that the number of mi-sets containing all leaves increases (or at least
does not decrease) at each step.
A vertex x ∈ V (T ) is penultimate if x is not a leaf and x is adjacent to at least degT x − 1 leaves. Note that x is
adjacent to degT x leaves if and only if it is the center of a star K1,n−1. In [6] it has been observed:
Fact(i). Every n-vertex tree T with n3 has a penultimate vertex.
The next two results are obvious:
Theorem 3. Let x be a strong support vertex of T. Assume that L(x) is the set of leaves attached to the vertex x and
L′(x) is an arbitrary proper subset of L(x). Then NMIL(T ) = NMIL(T \L′(x)).
Theorem 4. Let x ∈ V (T ) be a weak support vertex of T with L(x) = {z}. If x is not a penultimate vertex then
NMIL(T )NMIL(T \{z}).
Theorem 5. Let T be an n-vertex tree, n5 and T = K1,n−1. Let x ∈ V (T ) be a strong support vertex with L(x) =
{z1, . . . , zp}, p2. Let u be a penultimate vertex of T and v ∈ N(u)\L(u). Then NMIL(T )NMIL(sub[u,v](T \{zi}))
for an arbitrary 1 ip.
Proof. Let zi , 1 ip be a ﬁxed vertex of L(x). Then by Theorem 3 we have that NMIL(T ) = NMIL(T \{zi}).
Let T ′ = sub[u,v](T \{zi}). Let FL and F′L are families of all mi-sets including the set of leaves in T and in T ′,
respectively.
By the basic rule for counting of mi-sets including L we have that NMIL(T ′) = |F′L| = |F′L,u| + |F′L,−u|. Since
u is the penultimate vertex of T hence by the deﬁnition of the subdivision of edge it follows that u is the penultimate
vertex in T ′, too. Let S′ be an arbitrary mi-set of T ′ including the set of leaves. Then it is obvious that u /∈ S′. This
implies that NMIL(T ′)= |F′L,−u|. Let z be a vertex inserted into edge [u, v]. Of course |F′L,−u| = |F′L,z| + |F′L,−z|.
We distinguish two possible cases:
(1) z /∈ S′: From the maximality of S′ it is clear that v ∈F′L hence |F′L,−z| = |F′L,v| = |FL,v|.
(2) z ∈ S′: Then v /∈ S′ hence |F′L,z| = |F′L,−v|. Let S ∈ FL,−v . It is clear that S ∈ F′L,−v . Whence |F′L,−v| |
FL,−v| so |F′L,z| |FL,−v|.
Finally from the above caseswe have that NMIL(T ′)=|F′L,−u|=|F′L,z|+|F′L,−z| |FL,−v|+|FL,v|=NMIL(T ),
what completing the proof. 
In the same way we can prove the following
Theorem 6. LetTbeann-vertex tree,n5andT = K1,n−1.Letx ∈ V (T )beaweak support vertex inTwithL(x)={z}
and x is not penultimate. Let u be a penultimate vertex in T and v ∈ N(u)\L(u). Then NMIL(T )NMIL(sub[u,v]
(T \{z})).
Theorem 7. Let T be an n-vertex tree. Suppose that T contains two subtrees isomorphic to Pt and Pm with t, m3
such that
(i) Pt and Pm has only a vertex x in common,
(ii) the endpoints of Pt and Pm distinct from x are leaves in T and
(iii) all internal vertices of Pt and Pm have degree two in T.
Then NMIL(T )NMIL(adPt (u,x)(T \(Pt\{x}))) where u is the end vertex of Pm distinct from x that is identiﬁed with
the initial vertex x of Pt .
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Proof. Denote T ′ = adPt (u,x)(T \(Pt\{x})). LetFL andF′L are families of all mi-sets including the set of leaves in
T and in T ′, respectively. By the general rule for counting of mi-sets we have that NMIL(T )= |FL,x | + |FL,−x |. Let
S ∈FL. Then u ∈ S and forw ∈ N(u),w /∈ S. Denote S∗ =S∩V (T \(Pt ∪Pm)), S1=S∩V (Pm) and S2=S∩V (Pt ).
Evidently if x ∈ S then x ∈ S1 ∩ S2. Two possible cases should be distinguished:
(1) x ∈ S: In this case by identifying the initial vertex x of Pt with the end vertex u of Pm we obtain that S∗ ∪S1 ∪S2
is a mi-set of T ′ including the set of leaves. Hence |FL,x | |F′L,x |.
(2) x /∈ S: Let v ∈ N(x) ∩ V (Pt ) and consider the following possibilities:
(2.1) v ∈ S: Let y ∈ N(v)∩V (Pt ) and y = x. Of course y /∈ S. Consequently y /∈L in otherwise a contradiction that
L ⊆ S. In this case either (S∗ ∪ S1 ∪ S2)\{u} is a mi-set including the set of leaves in T ′ or (S∗ ∪ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ {w})\{u}
is a mi-set including the set of leaves in T ′.
(2.2) v /∈ S: Then S∗ ∪ S1 ∪ S2 is a mi-set including the set of leaves in T ′.
Consequently from the above possibilities and basic combinatorial statements we have that |FL,−x | |F′L,−x |.
Finally we obtain that NMIL(T )= |FL,x | + |FL,−x | |F′L,x | + |F′L,−x | =NMIL(T ′) which ends the proof. 
The next theorems are the main results of this section
Theorem 8. Let T be an n-vertex tree with n3. Then NMIL(T )NMIL(Pn).
Proof. If T = K1,n, n2 then theorem is obvious. Let T = K1,n, n2. To avoid trivialities assume that n5 and
T = Pn. Let X ⊂ V (T ) be the set of strong support vertices of T. Using Theorem 5 we obtain an n-vertex tree T˜ such
that NMIL(T˜ )NMIL(T ) and for every x ∈ V (T˜ ), |L(x)|1. Let Y ⊂ V (T˜ ) be the set of weak support vertices y and
y is not penultimate. Then by Theorem 6 we construct an n-vertex tree T ∗ with NMIL(T ∗)NMIL(T˜ )NMIL(T )
such that T ∗ does not have strong support vertices and every weak support vertex is penultimate. Moreover by Theorem
7 we have that NMIL(Pn)NMIL(T ∗)NMIL(T˜ )NMIL(T ), which ends the proof. 
Now we calculate the number NMIL(Pn) being the largest number of mi-sets including L among all n-vertex trees.
Theorem 9. Let n3 be integer. Then NMIL(P3) = NMIL(P4) = NMIL(P5) = 1 and for n6, NMIL(Pn) =
NMIL(Pn−2) + NMIL(Pn−3).
Proof. For 3n5 the result is obvious. Assume that n6. Let V (Pn)={x1, . . . , xn} and vertices be numbered in the
natural fashion.LetS ⊂ V (Pn)be an arbitrarymi-set ofPn such thatx1, xn ∈ S. Thismeans thatxn−1 /∈ S. Consequently
eitherxn−2 ∈ S orxn−3 ∈ S. This implies thatS=S∗∪{xn}whereS∗ is either an arbitrarymi-set ofPn−2 including the set
of leaves orS∗ is an arbitrarymi-set ofPn−3 including the set of leaves.HenceNMIL(Pn)=NMIL(Pn−2)+NMIL(Pn−3)
what completes the proof. 
4. Some local augmentations of trees preserving NMIL(T )
In this section we give some examples of local augmentations of trees preserving the number NMIL(T ).
Theorem 10. Let T be an n-vertex tree with n3 and T˜ be a tree with a unique mi-set containing L. Then NMIL
(ad
T˜
(x, y)(T )) = NMIL(T ) where x is an arbitrary support vertex in T and y is an arbitrary support vertex in T˜ .
Proof. Let x ∈ V (T ) be an arbitrary support vertex and letL(x) be the set of leaves attached to x. LetFL be the family
of all mi-sets including L in T and let S˜ be the unique mi-set including L in T˜ . Assume that S ∈ FL. Consequently
by the basic rule for counting of mi-sets we have that |FL| = |FL,−x | = NMIL(T ). Assume that y ∈ V (T˜ ) be an
arbitrary support vertex and let L(y) be the set of leaves attached to y. Of course y /∈ S˜. Denote T ′ = ad
T˜ (x,y)
(T ). Let
F′L be the family of all mi-sets of T ′ including the set of leaves. By the deﬁnition of local augmentation it follows that
for everyS′ ∈ F′L also L(x) ∪ L(y) ∈ S′. Consequently N(L(x) ∪ L(y)) /∈ S′. Evidently N(L(x) ∪ L(y)) contains
only one vertex obtained by identifying vertices x ∈ V (T ) and y ∈ V (T˜ ). Let z ∈ N(L(x) ∪ L(y)). Then it is
clear that z /∈ S′. Whence S′ = S ∪ S˜ where S is an arbitrary mi-set from the familyFL. This immediately gives that
NMIL(T ′) = |F′L| = |FL| = NMIL(T ) which ends the proof. 
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In the same way we can prove the following
Theorem 11. Let T be an n-vertex tree with n3 and let L1 be the set of single leaves. Then for a star-addition if
(a) T˜ = K1,p, p1 where x is an arbitrary support vertex in T and y is the center of K1,p or
(b) T˜ = K1,p, p2 where x ∈ V (T )\L1 and y is a leaf of K1,p or
(c) T˜ = P2 where x ∈ (L\L1) ⊂ V (T ) and y ∈ V (P2) or
(d) T˜ = P2 where x is an arbitrary support vertex in T and y ∈ V (P2)
then NMIL(T ) = NMIL(adT˜ (x,y)(T )).
From the above theorem it follows immediately
Corollary 2. Let T be an n-vertex tree, n3. Then for m>n there is an m-vertex tree T ′ such that NMIL(T ′) =
NMIL(T ).
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